
Motor Wiring Overview 

Trolling Motor Wiring & Installation Overview 

 

Installing a new trolling motor on your boat is a relatively simple process, but you need to have 

the right equipment and parts. Below is a list of the parts that are included with your trolling 

motor and other parts (recommended and required) that you will need for installation. 

Included with the Trolling Motor: 

 Trolling motor & control (hand tiller, foot pedal, or remote control) 

 Power leads with terminal ring battery connectors (5' for Minn Kota and 3' for 

MotorGuide motors) 

Additional Equipment Required: 

 Batteries - Between one & three 12v batteries, depending on the voltage of the trolling 

motor. See our battery selection guide. 

 Terminal Ends -  You'll need these - or some other type of battery connectors - to attach 

the terminal ends on the motor power leads to your battery. 

 Battery Charger - To refresh your trolling motor batteries after use.  To learn about the 

different types of charges, see our charger page. 

 Jumper Wire - If you have a 24v or 36v trolling motor you will need short lengths of 

wire to connect your trolling motor batteries in series.  Make sure to buy the same guage 

of wire as the rest of your trolling system and see our battery wiring diagrams for specific 

wiring directions. 

http://www.trollingmotors.net/battery-selection-trolling-motor
http://www.trollingmotors.net/battery-connectors
http://www.trollingmotors.net/trolling-motor-accessories/trolling-motor-battery-charger
http://www.trollingmotors.net/trolling-motor-accessories/trolling-motor-battery-charger
http://www.trollingmotors.net/trolling-motor-wiring-diagram


                 

Recommended Equipment: 

 Circuit Breaker - Protects your trolling motor in the event that the prop becomes caught 

on an underwater obstacle. 

 Trolling Motor Plug & Receptacle - Allows for a quick disconnect of trolling motor 

wiring which is recommended during charging.  

 Quick Release Plate - For easy removal of your bow-mount trolling motor, whether for 

service, storage, trailering, family days, or boat cover. 

 Extension Wiring - Since the power leads on trolling motors are only 3-5 feet, some 

installations will require additional lengths of wire to reach the batteries.  Measure the 

distance from the trolling motor mounting location to the batteries and determine the 

length of wire needed. Once you have measured the length, see our rules for extending 

wiring to determine what guage of wire you should use.   

     

http://www.trollingmotors.net/fuse-circuit-breaker-overview
http://www.trollingmotors.net/trolling-motor-plug
http://spiredigital.net/trolling-motor-accessories/quick-release-bracket
http://www.trollingmotors.net/extension-guide
http://www.trollingmotors.net/extension-guide


 

Once you have the required parts for the installation, you will want to be sure that the trolling 

motor is wired properly to the batteries. To do this, identify the positive (red) and negative 

(black) power leads and attach the leads properly to the battery. The positive leads of a 12v 

trolling motor system (usually trolling motors with 55lbs of thrust or less) will attach to the 

positive battery terminal, while the negative lead will attach to the negative terminal. If you have 

a 24v or 36v trolling motor system you will need to attach multiple batteries in series. Please see 

our 24v and 36v wiring diagram for instructions. 

24 and 36-volt Wiring Diagrams 

Trolling Motor Wiring Diagrams 

While small and medium trolling motors use a single 12v marine battery, larger trolling motors 

use larger 24v and 36v systems, and require 2 or 3 marine batteries, accordingly. These larger 

motors and multiple batteries are wired in a series pattern, and optimally, the circuit breaker 

should be wired within 4" of your battery. Both the 24v and 36v trolling motor wiring diagrams 

are listed below along with the recommended circuit breaker. It is important to note you should 

never feed more voltage into a motor than what it is rated for (ie. never feed 24 volts into a 12v 

motor!).  

  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.trollingmotors.net/trolling-motor-wiring-diagram


24 Volt Wiring Diagram 

 

36 Volt Wiring Diagram 

 

  

Connecting Your Battery Charger 

Onboard chargers are equipped with positive and negative leads for each battery. Simply wire 

each bank of the charger to each battery accordingly.  



 

Safety 

To avoid shorts, it's always a good idea to keep the positive terminals covered with protective 

shields or proper electrical tape to prevent them from coming in contact with stray wiring, metal 

objects or other battery connections.  

 

Bow Mount Installation Guide 

Mounting a Bow Mount Trolling Motor 

For a more visual walkthrough, we recommend this video on installing a bow mount motor. 

Tools required for mount installation: 

 Wrench kit 
 Phillips screwdriver 
 Drill and drill bits 

 

 

Mounting Steps: 

1. Decide which side of the bow – port or starboard – you want to mount the motor. There's 

no “wrong” answer for this as it really depends on how you operate the boat and how you 

fish. If you usually steer the boat from the port side, you'll want to consider mounting the 

motor on the starboard side to improve visibility. Also consider how and where you fish 

from when deciding where to mount the motor. 

2. Remove the plate panels by removing the securing screws. For most motors, this will 

reveal the mounting holes. 

3. Before determining mounting hole locations, you'll need to assemble the motor. Attach 

the motor shaft and head assembly to the mount. Once assembled, lay the motor in the 

stowed position along the bow parallel to the side. 

4. Position the shaft as close to the centerline of the boat as possible. If the shaft and 

propeller are off-center, you may encounter drifting and steering issues when using your 

trolling motor. 

5. Position the front of the mount so that it allows the motor to deploy and clear the tip of 

the bow. This will vary slightly from motor to motor, but will usually require either a 

flush position with the side of the boat, or a slight (less than 1”) overhang. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vOAxncJoC0


6. With the motor in the stowed position, check the location of the motor head. You want to 

make sure that it doesn't overhang the side of the boat. Otherwise, if you bump up against 

a dock or other vertical surface, you'll likely break the motor head. Using a straight-edge, 

position the mount so that the motor head is within the boundaries of the boat. 

7. After double-checking the position of the front of the mount, drill two pilot holes into the 

bow from the hole pattern in the mount. It may be helpful to have someone hold the 

mount to ensure it doesn't shift during this process. Once drilled, secure the motor using 

these two holes. You can now drill the remaining holes without having to worry about the 

mount shifting position. You can also remove the shaft and motor head to make drilling 

easier. 

8. Ideally, you'll have access to the underside of the bow in order to fasten the nuts to the 

bolts and secure the motor. However, this isn't always the case. In the event you can't 

access the underside of the mounting platform, we recommend using no-access bolting 

nuts which will allow you to secure the motor without access to the underside. 

9. Once everything is secured, re-attach the side plates. 

 

Bow Mount Motor Compatibility 

Ensuring a Trolling Motor Will Fit 

Before purchasing a new motor, you'll want to be confident it will fit properly on your 

boat.  Fortunately, this is fairly easy to determine by following these steps: 

1. Check your Deck Mounting Location 

To be mounted properly, bow mount motors need a flat surface on the bow to be mounted to. 

You'll want to ensure that there is no raised lip around the boat edge that would interfere with 

mounting as the mount may need to hang slightly over the deck.  The mounting footprint for 

motors varies by model but we do list the mount dimensions for most of our motors on the 

individual product pages. 

Ideally, you'll want to have access to the under side of the mounting platform as this will make it 

easier to drill and bolt down your motor.  But even if you don't have access you can still secure 

the motor to the bow using special some type of "no access mounting bolt" (akin to a drywall 

screw).        

 

https://www.trollingmotors.net/products/no-access-bolting-quick-nuts
https://www.trollingmotors.net/products/no-access-bolting-quick-nuts


 

2.  Ensure You Have Ample Stow Room 

It's also crucial to ensure there's enough room on your boat to properly stow your trolling motor 

when not in use.  When stowed, a bow mount motor will lay flat along the deck so you'll need to 

ensure there aren't any obstacles that will prevent it from being safely stored.  To determine how 

much room you'll need, take the shaft length and add 12" to account for the motor head and 

propeller.  This will give you a good idea of how much room you'll need behind the motor.   

          

 

3.  Ensure You Have Room for the Electrical Components 

With the mounting considerations taken care of, all that's left is to think about where you'll store 

your electrical components.  Depending on the voltage of your motor, you'll need between one 

and three batteries.  You'll also want to think about where the foot pedal (if used) and any battery 

charger you'll be installing will go.   

That's It!   

If these three items check out, you'll have no problems installing your trolling motor.  For 

questions about wiring and wiring compatibility, please see our wiring overview guide.   

 

Motor Run Time: 

Important Note: As you likely won't be running your trolling motor perpetually, the actual 

amount of on-the-water time a motor should allow will be substantially longer than times listed. 

Actual motor run time can vary depending on conditions (winds, waves, etc) and the type of 

battery used. Listed below are run-time estimates assuming a 100 amp hour rated battery. To 

learn more, please see our article on calculating motor run time. 

 20 Hours: At slow, trolling speeds that draw 5 amps or less 
 4.8 Hours: Approx. run time with throttle 50% open 
 2.4 Hours: Approx. run time with the motor at full throttle 

https://www.trollingmotors.net/blogs/wiring-electrical/86990983-motor-wiring-overview
https://trolling-motors-2.myshopify.com/blogs/selection/86961351-calculating-motor-run-time


Stow and Deploy Method: 

The X3 series motors features a new aircraft-grade extruded aluminum mount. When the trolling 

motor is not in use, the motor can be manually removed from the water and naturally rotates into 

a flat position to convenient stow on the deck. When ready for use, simply slide the motor head 

and shaft forward, and it effortlessly swings back down into the water. 

Motor Steering Method: 

The MotorGuide X3 series motors are steered by foot pedal. The cable-driven foot pedal is 

controlled by rocking your foot back and forth to control motor direction while motor speed is 

controlled by the rotating dial on the side of the foot pedal. 

Shaft Adjustment: 

An adjustable depth collar makes it easy to set how deep the shaft and propeller sit in the water. 

Motor Speed: 

All MotorGuide X3 motors are fixed speed. Learn more about fixed vs. variable speed motors. 

 

https://trolling-motors-2.myshopify.com/blogs/selection/86961799-motor-features-overview

